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Introduction

OCR has produced this resource to support teachers in interpreting the assessment criteria for the new 
GCSE (9–1) Ancient History specification and to bridge the gap between new specification’s release and the 
availability of exemplar candidate work following first examination in summer 2019. 

The questions in this resource have been taken from Section A of the J198/02 Rome and its neighbours 
specimen question papers, which is available on the OCR website.  The answers in this resource have been 
written by students in Year 11 and a senior examiner.  They are supported by an examiner commentary.  

Please note that this resource is provided for advice and guidance only and does not in any way constitute 
an indication of grade boundaries or endorsed answers.  Whilst a senior examiner has provided a possible 
level for each response, when marking these answers in a live series the mark a response would get depends 
on the whole process of standardisation, which considers the big picture of the year’s scripts.  Therefore the 
levels awarded here should be considered to be only an estimation of what would be awarded.  How levels 
and marks correspond to grade boundaries depends on the Awarding process that happens after all/most 
of the scripts are marked and depends on a number of factors, including candidate performance across the 
board.  Details of this process can be found here:  
http://ocr.org.uk/Images/142042-marking-and-grading-assuring-ocr-s-accuracy.pdf.

http://ocr.org.uk/Images/142042-marking-and-grading-assuring-ocr-s-accuracy.pdf
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Example 1

(a) Numa introduced the 12 month lunar calender which was of course based predominately on the course of the 

moon.  This is one example which is stilled used today in our modern society, which underlines significant.  

Numa also introduced the temple which would define whether or not Rome were currently at war.

(b) Ordering the construction of the Cloaca Maxima, a sewage system the drained the forum. 

Starting the Circus Maximus, a stadium for a series of sporting events like chariot racing. 

Question 1

(a) State two important developments in Rome during the reign of Numa.     [2]

(b) Identify two buildings constructing during the reign of the Etruscan Kings.     [2]

Examiner Commentary

4/4 – The response gained all four marks but included more information than was necessary.  It is also worth noting that 

the student has managed to acquire a mark despite not remembering the name of the temple of Janus, as they have 

stated its importance.  
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Example 2

(a) Religious ceremonies

Temples built

(b) Circus Maximus

Cloaca Maxima

Example 3

(a) Numa introduced Vestal Virgins to Rome, making it more religious. 

He introduced a pontiff to ensure the king always performed his religious duties.

(b) Circus Maximus 

Temple of Jupiter on the Palatine Hill

Examiner Commentary

4/4 – Example 3 is an accurate and focused response fully meeting the demands of the question.

Examiner Commentary

2/4 – Both answers provided to Question 1(a) are too vague to warrant a mark.  The candidate has given two correct 

answers to Question 1(b).  
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Question 2

Outline how Romulus established the foundation of Roman political structures.     [6]

Example 1

When Romulus founded Rome, he chose 100 wealthy men to become Patricians, patrons to the rest of the people, the 

plebs.  This system of 2 orders would be almost unchallenged for years, with more people becoming patricians being the 

main difference.  He was also said to have created the Senate.  The Senate, which would remain a fixture of Roman politics 

through history, brought representation to some of the people of Rome, and acted as advisors to the King.  He also set up 

a precedent for taking asylum in Rome, inviting (and sometimes taking) people from other cultures into Rome.  This idea 

remained in Rome for a long time, with most immigrants being able to become Roman citizens for centuries.

Examiner Commentary

Level 3 – 5/6

The response demonstrates accurate and detailed knowledge of patricians and asylum.  The Senate is less developed as it 

is not linked to Romulus. 
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Example 2

Romulus attempted to bring all the people of Rome together by making certain laws to ensure that the people felt like 

they were together.  To ensure that the people followed his laws he tried to make himself more important by having 

12 lictors around him.  Lictors were like bodyguards that were constantly around the king and protected him.  

Romulus was also heavily influenced by the Etruscans as this is where the idea of the lictors came from, as well as 

the throne, toga and the king having attendants.  This develops Rome as a city as to other groups it may look more 

welcoming due to it being influenced by other people.

Example 3

Romulus was the first king and founder of Rome, although much of his history is dubious at best.  It is said that he formed 

the Senate, and created the patrician class – thus also creating the plebeian class.  The Senate was a political construct 

that involved all the leading men in Rome to be able to decide rules and laws, although its power and relevance varied 

throughout the years.  It survived the duration of Rome’s existence, and modern political structures – such as that of the 

USA – are still based on it.  The patrician-plebeian structure was primary a social one, however due to the patricians ability 

to vote and be in the Senate whilst plebeians could not, it was also political and shaped Rome’s politics for centuries.

Examiner Commentary

Level 2 – 4/6

The first paragraph contains accurate knowledge about Romulus’ use of lictors.  Further development of this idea is 

evident in second paragraph.  The second feature, the role of the Etruscans, is not linked sufficiently to the question focus 

to secure Level 3.

Examiner Commentary

Level 1 – 2/6

The candidate has not fully engaged with the question and focused upon how each structure worked rather than how 

Romulus established them.  
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Example 1

We can first learn that Tarquinius took the throne unlawfully, since he was said to have “made himself king in such an evil 

way.”  His actions must have been arrogant, as “his deed got him the name Superbus”.  During his reign he gave power to 

himself, as he “killed the most important senators” which would weaken the Senate.  We can learn he had a very paranoid 

ruler since he “surrounded himself with armed men”.  However we can see this is because he had “made an example that 

could be used against him” because he had killed Servius.  We can tell that he had a bad relationship with the Senate, 

killing them, but also he was never “accepted by the Senate”.  Finally we can see that his citizens were not happy with his 

reign as “he could not rely on the good will of the citizens”. 

Question 3

Passage A

Then Lucius Tarquinius was the king, and his deeds got him the name Superbus (arrogant or proud), 
because he banned the burial of his father-in-law because he said that Romulus himself also was not 
buried when he died. Then he killed the most important senators because he thought they supported 
Servius. Then he realised that he had made himself king in such an evil way that he might have made an 
example that could be used against him, so he surrounded himself with armed men, since he had no 
right to rule except for by force, as he had not had the vote of the people or been accepted by the 
senate. As he could not rely on the good will of the citizens, it was safer for him to rule by fear.

Livy, The History of Rome 1.49

Using details from Passage A and your own knowledge, what can we learn about the nature of Lucius 
Tarquinius Superbus’ reign?           [10]

Examiner Commentary

Level 3 – 5/10

The candidate draws out many issues from the passage and evaluates them to describe what we can learn about 

Tarquinius Superbus character.  There is, however, a lack of selection and sophistication.  Understanding is good, but 

knowledge is underdeveloped so the best fit is Level 3. 
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Example 2

In the passage, it says “he killed the most important senators because he thought they supported Servius”.  This shows 

how Superbus could be paranoid and he used every inch of his power to get what he wanted, like when he banned 

religious ceremonies because he didn’t like them.  The text says that Superbus “surrounded himself with armed men”. 

This shows how he didn’t trust anyone and was aware that the Roman public were not in favour of him since he had 

taken the throne by force.  We can tell from this that he was ruling Rome for his own benefit and not the benefit of Rome 

itself.  Also in the passage, it says “his deeds got in the name Superbus (arrogant or proud).”  We can tell from this that 

the public were not in favour of him due to the word “arrogant” having negative connotations.  Superbus also removed 

public ceremonies and forced Plebeian labourers to work on building and refining the temples, hence making him more 

unpopular in Rome and gaining the name ‘Superbus’.

Examiner Commentary

Level 4 – 8/10

The candidate selects 3 key aspects from the passage and provides a focused explanation with some wider knowledge.  

Lacks specific detail such as the building of the Cloaca Maximus.  
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Example 3

The passage is helpful to show that Superbus insulted Romulus by likening his father-in-law to him as Romulus “was not 

buried when he died.”  The passage tells us that this earned him the name “arrogant” and thus indicates that the Romans 

may have hated him for this and that Superbus was impious.   The passage also shows how Superbus “ruled by fear” 

because he was unpopular with the Roman people.   

The passage is also helpful by stating that Superbus “had no right to rule except for by force” and this shows that the 

illegitimacy of his reign and that he was unpopular with the Senate after “he killed the most important senators”.   He 

made most people afraid and destroyed the much valued Roman legal system by holding trials without any juries.  This 

shows that Superbus became a tyrant as he could kill anyone even if it as just because he wanted their money.  

Despite these negative points, Superbus also contributed to the development of Rome.  He built the Cloaca Maxima 

and the Circus Maximus – both of which were huge architectural feats which made Rome seem powerful as well as 

benefitting its inhabitants.  Superbus was also a successful general, defeating the Volsci.  He was also clever and deceptive 

as seen in his strategy in the conflict with the Gabii.  

Examiner Commentary

Level 5 – 9/10

A number of features are developed and analysed using knowledge to explore the negative impression provided by the 

passage.  The response also brings in other information from Livy’s account to offer other characteristics of Superbus’ 

reign.
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Question 4

Passage A

Then Lucius Tarquinius was the king, and his deeds got him the name Superbus (arrogant or proud), 
because he banned the burial of his father-in-law because he said that Romulus himself also was not 
buried when he died. Then he killed the most important senators because he thought they supported 
Servius. Then he realised that he had made himself king in such an evil way that he might have made an 
example that could be used against him, so he surrounded himself with armed men, since he had no 
right to rule except for by force, as he had not had the vote of the people or been accepted by the 
senate. As he could not rely on the good will of the citizens, it was safer for him to rule by fear.

Livy, The History of Rome 1.49

Using details from Passage A and your own knowledge, explain why the people of Rome removed the 
Etruscan kings.             [15]
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Example 1

There were three main reasons for the downfall of the Etruscan kings.  They were Superbus’ tyranny, the rape of Lucretia 

and Brutus’ leadership.

Firstly, Superbus’ tyranny.  Superbus, during his reign had banned public ceremonies, forced plebeians to be labourers 

and work on refining the Cloaca Maxima and other temples.  He also killed some of the most important senators because 

he thought they were against him.  They showed the Roman public that one sole ruler could not be trusted because they 

could abuse their powers and do what they will.

Secondly, the rape of Lucretia.  Superbus’ nephew, Sextus, was fooling around with the Lucretia and attempted to rape 

her.  Since he was related to Superbus, they shone a bad light on the family across the city of Rome.  This caused Brutus to 

become angry at the situation and triggered the next event. 

Lastly, the leadership of Brutus.  He had the name Brutus to pretend he was a fool, but he called an assembly with his 

political power to tell Rome about the rape of Lucretia. 

Examiner Commentary

Level 3 – 7/15

The candidate shows an awareness of the issues which led to the removal of the Etruscan kings.  The knowledge 

is accurate and there is basic analysis to draw out why tyranny and Lucretia’s rape led to the downfall of Tarquinius 

Superbus.  The passage is used implicitly to explore the first issue.  This needs to be more explicit and linked to a 

judgement.  On balance the candidate shows understanding and sound analysis, but the stimulus is under used and 

conclusions implicit.    
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Example 2 

Lucius Tarquinius Superbus’ coming to power was a factor in the Etruscan Kings removal.  He threw Servius down the 

steps of the palace and had him killed, then refusing to bury him.  This then made an example that could be used against 

him, in that he set a precedent that he himself could be overthrown.  The Senate also were a factor.  Tarquinius corrupt 

rise to power meant they never accepted him.  He also killed many of them and stopped consulting them on decisions.  

These powerful men opposed Tarquinius and were the ones responsible for making the republic rather than in fighting in 

a new king. 

The rape of Lucretia was a turning point in throwing out the Etruscan kings.  When Tarquinius’ friend raped Lucretia, the 

daughter of a powerful man, it was the final proof that Rome needed to prove that Tarquinius was abusing his power, and 

it sparked Rome into action.

This event also galvanised Brutus, a largely important figure in creating the republic.  His leadership inspired the plebs to 

rise against oppression, throwing Tarquinius out.  He also became a consul, spearheading the new government system 

other than kings. 

The plebs also removed the Etruscan kings as they were unhappy.  The text tells us that Tarquinius has ruled by fear 

because he could not rely on the good will of the citizens.  He turned many plebs into labourers, building things that 

strengthened Rome but pushed the plebs into squalor.

Examiner Commentary

Level 4 – 10/15

The candidate uses examples from the stimulus to create a few supported judgements about why Tarquinius Superbus 

was removed.  The candidate also shows good knowledge and understanding of the key factors to make judgements.  

There are, however, some inaccuracies and judgements are not consistently developed or substantiated. 
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Example 3

Passage A tells us that Tarquinius reign was full of tyranny, in that he ruled “by fear” and that he “killed the most important 

senators”.  The passage states that “he could not rely on the good will of the citizens”, and so thus it is proven that the 

people of Rome do not wish Tarquinius to be king.  The tyrant constantly abused the citizens, forcing them into labour 

and banning their religious ceremonies.  Thus there was already unrest within Rome throughout the entirety of his reign.

The next cause for the downfall of the Etruscan kings was the rape of the Lucretia.  This is a story about when one of the 

king’s sons, Sextus, raped the wife of a nobleman, (Cololionus), named Lucretia.  After this crime, Lucretia killed herself 

through shame, after making Lucius Junius Brutus, a tribune, swear to get rid of the kings.  Lucius used this story has a 

means for removing the “evil” king, which inspired the Roman people to overthrow the Etruscan kings.

Finally, Lucius Junius Brutus gave a revolutionary speech to the people of Rome, which outlined Tarquinius’ tyrannical 

deeds, for he “had no right to rule by force”.  His words were so powerful that he was immediately expelled from the city 

in 509 BC.

To conclude, the downfall of the Etruscan kings came from a combination both of the tyranny of Tarquinius and the 

revolutionary speech of Brutus, of which would not have been as effective without the story of the Lucretia.

Examiner Commentary

Level 5 – 13/15

The candidate uses the passage effectively to explore the issue of tyranny and make valid judgements.  Knowledge and 

understanding is used to explore all three factors and they are combined to make a sound and substantiated judgement.  

This candidate demonstrates a good application of all three assessment objectives.
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Example 1

Plebeian rights, to an extent, changed between 494 and 440 BC.  494 BC marks the beginning of the First Secession and 

the Conflict of the Orders, which was a series of tensions between the plebeians and the patricians that would last until 

to 287 BC.  In this moment, the plebeians were in protest due to unfair war debts that they were unable to pay off due 

to their absence fighting wars.  At its climax, a plebeian named Sicinius Bellutus gathered the plebeians upon the Sacred 

Mount, leaving the patricians without a workforce or an army.  In 492 BC, however, they entered into negotiations, with a 

senator, Brutus, proposed the idea of tribunes, which was a plebeian magistrate able to communicate that issues to the 

Senate.  So at the very least, the plebeian has a position of power within the Senate.

With this came the power to indict senators who were committing crimes against the plebeians.  The first senator to be 

indicted was Coriolanus, who blamed famine on the plebeians.  He was exiled, which is a demonstration of the plebeians 

having rights, and from a position of power.  However, it soon became an issue that these tribunes didn’t necessarily 

listen to the people, but strived for personal power instead, thus defeating the point.  So the tribunes being added was 

an important development for plebeian rights, but clearly did not always truly support the plebeians.  The plebeians 

demand for rights continued due to this.

The next movement of plebeian rights came with a Second Decemvirate, and the protest of the Second Secession.  The 

fact that there was a Second Secession is evidence to suggest that, even after the tribunes had been installed, there was 

still a demand for more plebeian rights.  The Second Decemvirate abused the plebeians, and took over many of their 

rights, including the right for them to marry patricians.  However, the plebeians protested enough for the Decemvirate 

to be forced to step down.  Two senators Valerus Potitus and Horatius Barbatus, created the Valario-Horatio laws, which 

tackled plebeian war debt and inheritance laws.  After these laws had been put into place, plebeian demand significantly 

decreased and thus signalled the end of the Second Secession.

Question 5

To what extent did the demand for Plebeian rights change the Early Roman Republic between 494 and 
440 BC?              [20]

()  Spelling, punctuation and grammar and the use of specialist terminology     [5] 

Examiner Commentary

Level 3 – 11/20

The candidate demonstrates an understanding of the question issue and supports with accurate knowledge.  The 

candidate attempts to create a line of reasoning.  The candidate has chosen 3 events to analyse and does so with some 

success due to their level of understanding.  The 3 events, however, are treated separately and are not convincingly used 

to explore if or how the demand for rights changed. 
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Example 2

The plebeian order made up the majority of Rome’s population throughout its history, however, during the reign of 

the kings, especially Tarquinius Superbus, they were usually very unfairly treated.  Once the republic was formed, the 

plebeians began to demand the rights that they deserved, changing Rome completely.

The Conflict of Orders was a nearly two century long period in Rome’s history, which included a number of conflicts 

between the plebeians and the patricians.  The first of these was the First Secession, which happened after the army, 

who were mainly plebs, refused to fight in a war orchestrated by the patricians.  The army instead seceded to the Sacred 

Mount, bringing their families with them.  They had very little patrician support, but they controlled the negotiations, only 

letting the patricians speak to one representative.  Due to the desperation of the patricians, they agreed to introduce the 

office of Tribune of the Plebs.  This office was to allow representation of the plebs in the Senate, a role which became very 

important in balancing how much power each other had.

This, however, did not fix the plebeian’s problems, it just eased it.  After the First Decemvirate created the first 10 tables 

of laws, the plebs demanded two more.  This caused a Second Decemvirate to be formed.  The plebs wanted Appius 

Claudius Cassius to lead the Decemvirate, as he had become very popular with them, which unnerved the Senate.  After 

the new two tables were made, Rome was taken many steps back, the tables banned intermarriage between plebs and 

patricians and were very unfavourable to the plebs, even though they had come about due to the plebs’ demand for 

them.

The plebeians were now more unhappy.  After Crassus falsely tried Verginia, intending to rape her, Verginius, her father, 

killed her to protect her liberty and returned to the army.  At this point he gave a speech, reminding the plebs of the 

rights they should have.  This inspired the plebs to secede again, this time to the Aventine.  Supported by Valerius and 

Horatius they forced the Decemvirate out of power and started an election for the new consuls.  They elected into 

power Valerius and Horatius who quickly created a revolutionary set of laws which restored rights to the plebs, such as 

intermarriage, and gave them new rights like the right to appeal and a right to run for consul.  These Valero-Horatian Laws 

changed Rome significantly, making the two orders much more balanced, and they came into being directly due to the 

demand for plebeian rights, both from the consuls and the plebs themselves.

Examiner Commentary

Level 4 – 13/20

The candidate uses a chronological approach to the question.  They use good understanding and knowledge to explore 

how rights changed throughout the period.  This gives the line of reasoning some structure and clarity.  However there 

is a lack of precision – for example, Livy says that military tribunes were created to alleviate the plebeian’s demand for the 

right to run for consul and there is limited evidence of the plebeians being mistreated during the time of the kings.  In 

addition the candidate does not have a suitably wide coverage of the key factors.  For example, the impact of debt, rivalry 

and tension between the orders, or the demand greater political representation. 
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Example 3

The demand for Plebeian rights had some impact upon the development of the Early Republic, but these changes were 

limited by patricians who wanted to protect their control of Roman politics.

The First Secession introduced the plebeian tribune into Roman politics which significantly changed the way in which 

the government of Rome worked.  In 495 Livy describes that whilst the plebeians were fighting for freedom on the 

battlefield at Regilius, their families were being imprisoned by debtors.  When a war veteran approached the Forum and 

shared his story, this set a chain of events in action which led to the First Secession.  Without the plebeians Rome did 

not function.  There were no soldiers to defend the city.  Despite opposition by Appius Claudius, the senate agreed to 

introduce plebeian tribunes into the Roman government.  These tribunes had the power to impeach consuls or officials 

who mistreated plebeians and put them on trial.  They could also speak to the senate and make clear their demands for 

change.  This gave non-patrician families the opportunity to influence the government, but tellingly very little power to 

actually change the government’s mind. 

The Second Secession was less significant.  The Twelve Tables introduced basic legal rights for the plebeians, but due to 

the Decemvirate it also banned marriage between plebeians and patricians.  More significant were the Valerio-Horatian 

laws.  These reforms made the position of the plebeian tribune inviolate, which meant their murder was an act of treason.  

It also helped encourage plebeians to seek a military position and in 445 the position of military tribune was open to 

plebeians. 

The patricians, on the other hand, made sure that these reforms had very little impact.  After the creation of the plebeian 

tribune in 492, very little was achieved until the Second Secession.  Even though Appius Claudius and Coriolanus 

were both impeached by the plebeian tribune the senate did not punish them.  Appius Claudius trial was suspended 

until he died in 470.  Coriolanus fled Rome and led an army against his old city.  Genucius was murdered in suspicious 

circumstances when his campaign for land reform had gained too much support. 

In addition, the Twelve Tables and the creation of the military tribune are the strongest indication that the patricians just 

paid lip service to the plebeians.  The origins of the Twelve Tables can be found in Terentilius’ 467 demand to limit the 

powers of the consuls.  This was ignored until 454 when the plebeian tribunes asked for a vote in the selection of law 

givers.  This was delayed again.  Finally the Twelve Tables were created which told the people what the laws of Rome 

were.  If we believe Livy this tradition had been established by Numa and Ancus.  The military tribune position was 

created in 445 to prevent plebeians gaining access to the consulship. 

Plebeian demands did shape the development of Roman politics in the period 492 to 440, especially during the two 

Secessions.  Patrician families began to realise they had to consider the needs of the plebeian order in order to keep the 

Roman army functioning.  Yet the demands of the plebeians did not significantly alter Roman politics.  Conflict between 

the two orders continued, according to Livy, very little changed in the day to day lives of the plebeians and their access to 

Roman government was extremely limited. 

Examiner Commentary

Level 5 – 19/20

There is a clear substantiated argument which considers and contrasts the two sides.  Evaluation and analysis of well 

selected examples contributes to the line of argument.  The candidates strength lies in the avoidance of narrative which 

means the response is controlled and culminates in a convincing judgement.
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